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GET THE APP

To fully utilize SoC-It, download it’s 
companion app, @Full

DOWNLOAD FOR ANDROID
https://bit.ly/2LmJJDE

DOWNLOAD FOR IOS
https://apple.co/2qlr9op



QUICK START

Install the battery (orange + points 
towards XLR (DMX) tab)

Plug in SoC-it with the super awesome 
included USB cable

Download the @Full app

Connect to ‘My Little SoC-It” on your 
phone or tablet’s Wi-Fi
Use password: iloveblizzardpro

PLAY!
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FUNCTIONS

ON - Hold XLR button until the LED lights up

OFF - 5 quick taps on the XLR Button

CHANGE CONNECTION TYPE (SSID or AP) - 
Tap button until green or blue, then hold, 
release and hold until white

REBOOT - Tap button until purple, then 
hold until white

FACTORY RESET - Tap button until red, then 
hold, release and hold until white

CHECK BATTERY - Double tap until orange
5 flashes = full
1 flash = empty
Breathing orange = charging
Solid orange = charged

IDLE COLOR MEANINGS
Flashing Blue - Waiting for a device to 
connect to SoC-It
Solid Blue - Device connected to SoC-It
Flashing green - Trying to connect to SSID
Solid green - Connected to SSID
Orange - Battery Level
White flicker - Data

Note: XLR Button is the tab on the XLR Head



FAQs

Q: What is the password to connect to ‘My Little 
SoC-It’?
A: iloveblizzardpro

Q: I can’t connect to my Wi-Fi router, what gives?
A: SoC-It is 2.4GHz only, so a 5GHz signal will not work

Q: How do I factory reset?
A: In @Full CONFIGURE › ‘Your SoC-It’ › Tools › factory 
reset or tap SoC-It button until red, hold until it 
flashes, release and hold again until it turns white.

Q: I can connect to my SoC-It but no DMX is 
streaming
A: Try turning o� your mobile data
A: @Full needs to be running in the foreground - if 
your screen goes dark, it’ll stop streaming (this will be 
fixed)
A: Try using a DMX cable in between your SoC-It and 
Fixture (If this fixes it, please contact Christian)
A: Panic (Also contact Christian)

Q: How do I know if the SoC-It is charging
A: keep double-tapping the SoC-It until it turns 
orange
Solid orange - done charging
Breathing orange - charging
Blinking orange - not charging (running on battery)

Q: I can’t log in!?
A: The first time you log in you need to connected to 
the internet. So you can’t be connected to the SoC-It. 
After the first time, it’ll automatically log you in, no 
need to disconnect.

Q: Do you remember the 21st night of September?
A: Yes



SoC-It™ is a product by Blizzard Lighting, LLC that 
is 100% engineered and manufactured in 
Wisconsin, USA. The physical device is a Wi-Fi 
enabled, Art-Net/sACN to DMX converter. It runs 
o� a 18650 battery and has an operating battery 
life greater than 8 hours.

SoC-It was surgically designed, programmed and 
built by our internal experts. From the physical 
housing, to sourced components, to the 
hardware/firmware (and even the box!), we are 
proud to bring this product to life.

SoC-It can be configured with its companion
app @Full – also internally-developed by
Blizzard – which is available on Android and iOS.
We hope you enjoy your SoC-It and tell all your 
friends about it! (and maybe your acquaintances, too?)

@BLIZZARDLITES

/BLIZZARDLIGHTING

OUR SINCEREST THANKS FOR YOUR PURCHASE,
THE TEAM AT BLIZZARD


